
I’m tired of  reading, discussing, and 
quite frankly, defending my political 
position… So rather than talk about 
President Trump, let’s talk about people 
in general.

The reality is that different opinions 
force people to open their minds and 
consider all options (correction, it 
“SHOULD” force people to open their 
minds).

Dr. John DeMartini says: 

“Ignorance blindly sees only side.  
Wisdom is instantaneously seeing both sides.”

And see those sides with a fact-based 
perspective (not one fueled by personal 
bias.)

(The biggest reason so many people got 
heated during the debates is that they naively 
regurgitated someone else’s opinion - including 
news pundits - without doing the research 
themselves).

So, how does this relate to business?

Base your conclusions on FACT, 
not opinion.

If  I blindly followed everyone else’s 
popular opinion on what was “right,” 
I would have kept my blog opt-in form 
on the right and missed out on a several 
hundred percent increase in opt-ins. I 
tested this assumption because, after all, 

“wisdom is seeing both sides.” I needed 
to see for myself  what the impact of  
that decision really was…

Likewise, many entrepreneurs fall into 
the trap of  forming opinions about a 
strategy, technique, product, customer, 
etc. - without considering that they 
might be incorrect.

Think about it: how many times have 
you heard someone say: “Direct mail 
is dead,” “Radio is dead,” “Newspaper 
advertising is dead…” and the list goes 
on. The truth is that if  it’s not working 
for them – rather than seeing why it’s 
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THANK YOU FOR 
SPREADING THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for our Insiders’ 
community and humbled by those 
of you who’ve taken the time to refer 
your friends, family and colleagues to 
the club. A warm and sincere thank 
you to each one of you!”
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not working for them – they simply broad stroke the 
assumption that it must not work (period). 

Case in point: I spoke with an entrepreneur and 
informed him that because he’s sent too many 
promotional emails to his list (often as much as 
3 emails a day), his list became “fatigued” and 
unresponsive.

My conclusion was based on how his list responded 
before he started spamming the hell out of  them… 
Versus after he took this approach.

Yet - because he refused to open his mind to the 
results, and falsely believed his approach was correct 
(because that’s what his competitors are doing) – he’s 
unintentionally driving his business directly into a 
wall. 

Look, we’ve all done it… We’ve all believed, at some 
point, that we positively KNEW what worked and 
what didn’t… But it’s not until you change your 
mindset to “results based thinking” that you realize 
how much you might not know.

I speak from experience.

As much as I like to think I’m some sort of  
“marketing demigod” (okay, maybe I carried that 
too far), I’ve been humbled more times than I care to 
admit.

That’s why the wealthiest, fastest growing companies 
in the world don’t take anything for granted. They 
test and make decisions on data.

And as we know - success leaves clues, right?

So remember: there are reasons and there are 
results… The only thing that matters are the results.

Enjoy!

With gratitude, 

P.S. Wow! I almost forgot… By the time this 
newsletter makes it through the hands of  my editor, 
graphic designer, printer, and post office… You’ll 
receive this newsletter close to Thanksgiving! And 
what kind of  business owner would I be if  I didn’t 
take the time to thank you? ;-) 

This newsletter has been one of  the best things I’ve 
done for my business. It gives me the ability to share 
my strategies, thoughts, and opinions… And it would 
mean nothing if  it weren’t for you, my loyal Insiders’ 
Club Members, who read and value each issue.

I am beyond grateful for your continued loyalty and 
friendship. From everyone here at Predictable Profits, 
to everyone at your company: THANK YOU!

Thank you, thank you, thank you!
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X

Not a day goes that I don’t get a question about 
Facebook, or get an email from a so-called “guru” 
selling me on the latest Facebook marketing 
strategies.

Truth be told, Facebook is the sexiest marketing 
topic of  the last quarter – and everyone is talking 
about it.

The problem is, for those advertising on Facebook, 
most are doing it incorrectly and inadvertently 
wasting money.

This was the main topic of  discussion during 
November’s Workshop Wednesday, exclusively for 
the Predictable Profits Academy Members (as someone 
who’s serious about growing their business, you’re crazy if  
you haven’t joined us yet - contact Zach Burkes at zach@
predictableprofits.com right away for details).

So, let’s talk about why most people inadvertently 
leak profits on subpar Facebook advertising results… 

…And how to use Facebook the right way.

When you think about how most people teach you 
advertise on Facebook, there are three main buckets 
they put you in:

1. Interest Targeting
2. Remarketing
3. Custom Audiences

Typically, most rookie advertisers are dumping most 
(if  not all) of  their marketing budget into interest 
targeting, looking for new customers and new leads.

And herein lies the problem…

Charles Kirkland of  the Media Buyer Association is 
a great example:

Charles got his black belt in Tae Kwon Do 10 years 
ago. Back then, he was an active martial artist and 
happily invested hundreds (if  not thousands) of  
dollars pursuing his interest.

Then, as Facebook got more popular, he liked pages 
related to the sport.

He was an active participant and a buyer.

Over time, his interests changed. He no longer 
trained, and began to lose interest in Tae Kwon 
Do. Now, even though he’s no longer an active 
participant, his Facebook profile identifies him as 
someone who “likes Tae Kwon Do.”

Like many of  us - once your interests change, you 
don’t go back to your Facebook profile and change 
your “liked” pages. For fun, I went to my own 
personal Facebook page and realized that I like what 
appears to be hundreds of  pages (and I don’t even 
remember liking most of  them)!

The Great Facebook Advertising Hoax

By Charles E Gaudet II
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So, here’s the deal:

If  I was a betting man, and I took the time to go 
through your entire Facebook profile and all the 
pages you currently like – I’m guessing that, like 
Charles, somewhere around 50% of  your “liked” 
pages aren’t relevant to you right now.

Heck, most of  us (like me) forgot what pages we like!

However, if  I were a typical Facebook advertiser, I 
would create a campaign for everyone who likes Tae 
Kwon Do and between the ages of  25 and 55.

Then Facebook would serve my ads to all these 
people AND I’ll pay Facebook – not on how many 
people clicked my ads, but rather, based on CPM 
(cost per thousand views).

You’re paying for everyone – including those 
interested, and others who might not be interested in 
your product right now. Regardless of  their interest, 
they get served the ad because they liked the page.

Bummer…

And totally inefficient.

Of  course, there are some exceptions to the rule… 
And yes, you can make this interest targeting work… 
However, just because it works, that doesn’t mean 
there isn’t a better and more effective solution for 
you.

So, let’s take a step back and look at this from 
another perspective.

When you’re surfing Facebook, are you in a peak 
buying state? Are you “hot” and ready to make a 
buying decision?

Likely, you’re not.

So, when you’re targeting by interest group, not 
only are you targeting people who aren’t necessarily 
interested in you in a general way – you’re also 
targeting people who might not be interested in 
buying right now either.

And that’s why so much of  Facebook advertising is 
wasted.

You see, if  you wanted to buy a Tae Kwon Do 
uniform right now, what’s the first thing you would 
do? 

Like most people, you’d jump on Google and do a 
search.

Initially, you’d look up: “Tae Kwon Do uniform.”

Then, as you get “hotter” and more into the buying 
state, you’d get more specific. Perhaps you’d type in: 
“black Tae Kwon Do uniform.”

Then maybe: “black lightweight Tae Known Do 
uniform.”

Best… Cheapest…Tiger Claw…Buy… and so forth.

The more specific the keyword, the “hotter” the 
buyer.

Therefore, to “strike while they’re hot,” your strategy 
should target these folks – first – on Google & Bing.

AND…

(This is where it gets really lucrative for you…)

For those people who visited your website and didn’t 
buy – because you’ve identified them as being in the 
market for your product or service – you retarget 
using:

• Facebook
• Adroll or Perfect Audience
• Google Remarketing
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Because you’re retargeting - now everywhere they go 
around the internet, they’ll see your ad.

This will make your marketing dollars more efficient, 
yield a better response, and bring you more sales.

We’ve done retargeting in the past, and heard people 
tell us: “Wow! You guys are everywhere!”

^ When you hear that from your buyers, you’re 
dominating the media space and increasing 
your odds for success.

Furthermore, in addition to using Facebook for 
retargeting, our best ROI to date has been from 
creating custom audiences (uploading email 
addresses directly into Facebook for targeted 
campaigns), as well as creating a custom campaign 
for anyone who opted out (yes - contrary to popular 
belief, this targeted audience has proven to yield a 
significant ROI).

So there you have it…

We use Google and Bing to identify our hot buyers… 
Then retarget the rest to keep top-of-mind and re-
engage our lost prospects.

Don’t Forget to Log Into Your 
Exclusive Members’ Area for More 

Tips & Resources!

http://members.predictableprofits.com
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Successful marketing is a bit like swimming.

In the water, you have a couple options for getting 
from one point to the other…

You can thrash around, flailing your arms and 
legs - and unless you have the buoyancy of  a 
cement barrel, you’ll eventually reach where 
you want to go. 

Or you can gently glide your arms through the 
water while calmly kicking your legs. You’ll still 
get to the same destination, but with much less 
effort (and often faster).

Marketing your business works in a similar 
manner.

You can get super aggressive. 

Put your ads everywhere. Crank out content 
every day. Try the latest tool or tactic each time 
something new comes out…

Or you can simply focus on efficiency. Make small 
adjustments to your existing materials that 
lead to big wins.

One place worthy of  this type of  attention is your 
email outreach.
 
So, let me show you a subtle trick – a way to 
instantly trigger more interest in your messages and 
keep prospects craving more…

In the copywriting world, this is called an “open 
loop” (or sometimes the Zeigarnik Effect). It’s a 
technique where you share just enough information 
to create curiosity.

You see, open loops prey on our brain’s natural 
desire for completion. The brain enters a state of  
tension when presented with incomplete thoughts.

It needs to close the “loop.” 

So, to create greater interest in your messages, 
just add more curiosity.

How?

Well, let’s look at a subject line I recently wrote for a 
tax attorney:

This is why your tax settlement failed… And how to fix it

The subject line works well for a tax attorney’s 
audience because…

1. It implies a solution to their problem (so it 
grabs attention)

2. It creates an open loop

When you’re unsuccessful with a settlement offer 
to the IRS, you want to know why. As such, you’re 
likely to open and read this email.

A Subtle Copywriting Trick That Keeps Your Prospects Craving More

By Insiders’ Club & Predictable Profits Academy Member, Tom Trush
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Imagine if  the subject line read: “Use us to settle 
your tax debt.” Would the email have as much 
appeal?

Of  course not.

To create an open loop, simply determine what 
your prospects want most. Then hold back a 
critical piece of information until later in your 
messaging.

Ever binge watch episodes of  a show on Netflix? 

If  so, you probably fell victim to an open loop. 

After all, how many times do you see a show hit a 
high level of  suspense and then end?

And because you need to know what happens next, 
you click play on the next episode to calm your 
anxiety. 

You can create this same effect in your marketing 
materials.

Now, in the above example, we looked at a subject 
line. Yet you can use open loops anywhere in your 
messaging. 

Bullets… Body copy… Headers… Opt-in offers… 
Calls to action…

A word of  warning, though:

Close your loops. Fail to do so, and you’ll lose 
credibility because your readers will feel tricked.

Tom Trush is a Phoenix, Ariz.-based direct-
response copywriter who helps business owners 
craft lead-capturing marketing materials. His 
latest book, Escape the Expected: The 
Secret Psychology of  Selling to Today’s 
Skeptical Consumers, is now available at 
Amazon.com and wherever books are sold, as 
well as at http://www.escapetheexpected.com. 
More of  his educational articles, videos, and 
expert interviews are available on his website at 
http://www.writewaysolutions.com.
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ANSWER:

Great question!

Since this is a popular 
question among the 
Predictable Profits 
Academy Members, 
this is something we’ve 
been testing a lot 
recently.

There is no lack of  data 
providers out there… 

Here’s our shortlist of  preferred options:

• ZoomInfo: This company offers the highest 
quality leads at the most expensive price. On 
the other hand, the sales and support team 
needs our help very much… Let’s just say they 
don’t offer the best client experience.

• Data.com, LimeLeads, and Lead411: All 
3 services offer great leads at a discount. The 
quality isn’t as good as ZoomInfo, but given the 
expense of  ZoomInfo, I’d try these first. If  I 
only had to pick one, Lead411 is the way to go.

• Dux-Soup: This falls under the “growth 
hacking” category. It’s a tool that costs 
roughly $15/month and scrapes data from 
the searches you perform on LinkedIn. This 
is a very effective strategy, and one of  our 
favorites. In fact, Zach Burkes created a video 
to demonstrate how we’re using these feature. 

You can find it in the Members’ Area under 
“Member Blog and Updates.”

We’ve also tested a variety of  tools like KiteDesk and 
LeadFuze. Those tools demonstrate promise, but are 
limited (and buggy) - so they have yet to earn a spot 
on our preferred list as of  yet. 

And here’s a little bonus tip for you…

If  you’re going to send out cold emails, do NOT 
do it from your CRM. In most cases, it violates 
their terms of  service and can get you banned. 
Additionally, CRMs are notorious for having a lower 
open rate than other (less popular) solutions.

So, when it comes to sending out a cold email, 
consider PersistIQ.com or Outreach.io.

Hope this helps! 

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of  PredictableProfits.com

Ask Charlie!

Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the “Ask Charlie!” button inside of  their Members’ Area to hit him 
with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or business building questions… And who knows, your question might be 

answered right here in the very next newsletter!

QUESTION: “Looking to send direct mailings to business executives in the Dallas area. I 
used Jigsaw.com years ago (now data.com.) Any other list services you would recommend to 
target business executives? Email address is a must, mailing address is a bonus. Phone not 
necessary.”
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THIS MONTH’S ACTION STEPS FOR DOMINATING YOUR MARKET

BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

1 2 3 4
FOLLOW THE 

FACTS
Opinions are 

everywhere, but 
if  you know how 
to distill the facts 
from all the noise, 
you’ll get ahead of  
your personal bias.

(PAGE 1) 

CONSIDER 
YOUR 

BLINDERS
Many entrepreneurs 
make the mistake of  
thinking something 
“doesn’t work” - just 

because it doesn’t 
work for them. 

Don’t be blinded by 
personal anecdotes 
- seek real evidence.

(PAGE 2)

ARE YOU 
MARKETING 

WITH 
FACEBOOK?

Facebook is about 
the most popular 
place advertisers 
are flocking to 

- and with good 
reason. Don’t let 
this opportunity 

pass you by… But 
be smart about 

it…
(PAGE 3)

“LIKES” 
AREN’T 

EVERYTHING
A big mistake 
in Facebook 
marketing is 
targeting is 

assuming people’s 
“liked” pages are 
currently relevant 
to their interests. 

Are yours? Do you 
even know what 
pages you like?

(PAGE 3)

7
CREATE 

CURIOSITY
People naturally 
want to complete 
ideas and solve 

mysteries. By using 
“open loops” in 
your advertising, 

you create curiosity 
- readers and 

viewers will want 
to get to the end to 

solve the puzzle!
(PAGE 6)

8
CHOOSE THE 
RIGHT DATA 

PROVIDER
There are 

plenty of  places 
around the 

internet to collect 
information, and 
no shortage of  
services to use. 

Check out some 
of  our favorites to 
help your decision 

making.
(PAGE 8)

6
LEARN TO 

SWIM
There’s a big 

difference between 
flailing and making 
smooth, controlled 

movements - in 
swimming and 
marketing alike. 

Are you thrashing 
around, wasting 

energy and moving 
slow?

(PAGE 6)

5
STRIKE WHEN 
(AND WHERE) 

IT’S HOT!
The more specific 

your prospects’ 
search terms, the 

closer to peak 
buying state they 
are. Know what 
to look for and 

how to strike when 
they’re most likely 

to buy.
(PAGE 4)
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Members-Only Announcements

• December gives you many “reason why” 
holidays for creating a number of  different 
marketing campaigns – there’s always a reason 
to reach out to your customers!

Insiders are proud to support:

DECEMBER

December 1st - Rosa Parks Day

December 5th - International Ninja Day

December 10th - Gingerbread Decorating Day

December 11th - World Choral Day

December 15th - Cat Herders Day

December 17th - National Re-gifting Day

December 21st - Winter Solstice

December 25th - Christmas

December 28th - National Chocolate Day

December 31st - New Years Eve

We just announced a new member 
benefit for people who join The 
Predictable Profits Academy: a Slack 
Channel! When you join, you can 
ask questions about your business… 
Directly with Charlie… Every day.  
Membership is limited, email Zach@
predictableprofits.com for details.
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DECEMBER
WEEKLY OBSERVANCES

1st - 7th - Cookie Cutter Week

4th - 10th - Computer Science Education Week

10th - 17th - Human Rights Week

17th - 21st - National Health Education Week

16th - 24th - Las Posadas

26th - 1st - Kwanzaa

DECEMBER
MONTHLY OBSERVANCES

Aids Awareness Month

National Impaired Driving Prevention Month

National Write A Business Plan Month

Worldwide Food Service Safety Month

Good reasons beget good profits. Check 
December’s calendar posted inside of  the Insiders’ 
Club Members’ Area online.

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation 
Only. Must demonstrate proficiency in the 
Predictable Profits Methodology and have an 
annual income of  $1,000,000 or more.

Platinum Business Coaching: Application 
Only. Receive an individualized, custom 
session dedicated towards understanding and 
creating actionable strategies to grow your 
business and dominate your marketplace.

  *NEW* Predictable Profits Academy    
A comprehensive and advanced training 
program for entrepreneurs and marketing 
leaders looking to create ever-increasing, 
predictable profits in their business. Contact 
Zach@PredictableProfits.com for details. 

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:
• Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter
• Quarterly Group Presentation
• Restricted Access Website
• Exclusive Members’ Only Blog
• PLUS MORE!

• Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club 
Exclusive Members’ Area for more 
business growing tips and information! If  
you have not received your username and 
password, please email Charlie’s assistant Mike 
(mike@predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get 
that out to you as quickly as possible. This is a 
WIP (work in progress), and we’ll constantly be 
adding more material to massively increase the 
value of  your membership.

Ways to Maximize Your 
Predictable Profits Experience
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